Server Genius
Monitoring your servers and websites
has never been so easy!

Save time and reduce unnecessary
costs. Without the ability to monitor user
activity in real-time, companies will
continue to suffer from undetected userbased threats for extended periods of
time.
With Server Genius, save your company
money by monitoring applications licensed
“by users” and detecting over-licensed
applications or even unused software!
Server Genius helps you to optimize your
software
resources
and
reduce
unnecessary costs. It also helps you
discovering quick-wins such as moving
some users to an under-used server and
planning on the long-term your IT
infrastructure evolution.
Server Genius gives you facts and data
about your server’s usage (CPU, Memory,
I/O, Disks), applications usage and users on
Remote Desktop Services. Get reports on
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your website’s health, availability,
performances and responses.
Server Genius is the easiest reporting
solution to setup on. It is easy to install,
use and maintain. Use our data collection
technology to extract the most useful
information about Windows RDP hosts and
Remote Desktop Services infrastructure
from your servers and websites, to display
it in a central database.
Install it in 30 seconds on your server and
get a clear understanding of its usage and
performance. It just works out of the box
and displays the most useful data extracted
from your server and website.
Track changes, resources usage and
events with real-time email alerts: don’t
wait for your users to complain! The Web
interface allows you to get a complete
overview of your server’s and website
activities even from your tablet or mobile
phone!
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Get a clear understanding of your servers and
websites’ environment

The Web interface allows you to get a complete overview of your servers
and websites activities, even remotely. All you need is a web browser!
Server Genius web interface is fully compatible with tablets (iPad, Android, Surface...) and
mobile phones (iPhone, Android, Windows...). With session recording, Server Genius records
all users’ activity from the moment a user logs into a Windows machine via RDP or Terminal
Server.

Check real-time RD Session Host performance at a
GLANCE.

Measure bandwidth usage, gain important
information for future network upgrades,
and much more. Track inventory and
ensure License compliance: never find
yourself over- or under-licensed with
license usage reports. Avoid penalties and
decrease your costs by detecting unused
licenses.

Get information
about
employees’
activities when they are connected to
Remote Desktop Services. Use Server
Genius to track monthly or daily
activities, identify the most active hours,
and monitor user activity by day.
Reveal important audit information about
applications and determine the most
frequently used and the most appreciated
applications on an RDP host server.
Monitor the total time users spend using a
specific app.
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Detailed application usage tracking helps identify
the most intense activity periods per application
and per user.
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Receive real-time alerts from anywhere in the world
and troubleshoot important issues faster

Server Genius performance and applications analytics instantly alert IT teams to abnormal or
suspicious user activity on the web interface, with enabled popups or by email. The
performance and usage analytics generated by Server Genius allow alerts to be based on
chosen events that occur during a date-range. These alerts generate emails for an immediate
awareness of the Administrator. Access the reports anywhere anytime with our userfriendly web application.
➢

Customizable alerts: determine time-ranges and thresholds

➢

Web interface fully compatible with tablets and Smartphone

Editions and Pre-requisites
3 Editions are available:
Essentials: Monitor one Server and one Website.
Startup Edition: Monitor 5 Servers and 5 Websites.
Business Edition: Monitor 10 Servers and 10 Websites
Server Genius is compatible with the following OSs (32 and 64-bit):
➢ Windows 7, 8, 10.
➢ Windows Server 2008 / 2008 R2, 2012 / 2012 R2 / 2016 / 2019.
Server Genius is a complete solution for identifying and managing user-based
risks. Track remote access to Host Server and monitor RDP sessions now!

Download a 15-days free trial
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